Introduction
Consider the cluster C of the origin in the subcritical phase of Bernoulli percolation in Zd. This is a random object of the space /Cc of connected compact sets in Rd. We let DH be the Hausdorff distance on /Cc. Let be the inverse correlation length. Assume that H103BE is the one-dimensional Hausdorff measure on Rd constructed from 03BE.
In the supercritical regime, large deviation principles have been proved for the law of C / N [3, 4] . In two dimensions, it relies on estimates of the law of dual clusters, which are subcritical. More precisely, let h be a contour in R2 enclosing an area. The probability that a dual cluster is close for the Hausdorff distance to Nh behaves like exp The following properties describe the behaviour of the tail distribution of the law of a cluster (for a proof see [9] [7, 10] says that P(A fl B) P(A)P(B). The van den Berg-Kesten inequality [1] [5] , it is equivalent to prove that for a1l8 &#x3E; 0, all r in K,
We introduce two notations. The r-neighbourhood of a set E is the set Let E1, E2 be two subsets of Rd. We define
We now take r in f such that the origin is a vertex of the skeleton S constructed from f, as described in the proof of Lemma [8] .
Let c be a positive constant to be chosen later, and take s = 8c ln N. For N large enough, DH(C/N, 03A6H(u)) 03B4 implies diam C &#x3E; s. By Lemma 7.2, we can take S a skeleton that s-approximates C. We have DH(C/N, S) 8c ln N/N, so for .N large enough, Since S is an element of /Cc, the inequality DH(S/N, 03A6H(u)) 6/2 implies that H103BE(S) uN and so HS103BE(S) uN by (5.1).
Let a be such that a &#x3E; u/al. We have But P(diam C &#x3E; aN) exp -alaN by inequality (2.2). Since a &#x3E; u/al, we have P(diam C &#x3E; aN) exp -uN.
We estimate now the term P(HS103BE(S) uN, diam C aN). Let A(n, u, a, N) be the set of skeletons T such that HS103BE(T) uN, E(T) is included in Zd, card T = n, and there exists a connected set of sites containing the origin of diameter less than aN that is s-compatible with the skeleton T. We have
The number of skeletons we can construct from n points is bounded by (nn)2. Take a skeleton in A(n, u, a, N). All its vertices are in a box centered at 0, of side length 2 (aN + c ln N) . So the cardinal of A(n, u, a, N) is less than 2dn(aN + c ln N)dn(nn)2 exp a3n ln N, for a certain constant a3 &#x3E; 0.
Take b &#x3E; 0 a constant such that a3 -a2 b 0. We assume now that c &#x3E; b.
We have because HS103BE(T) a2(s/8)card T. Then for N large enough by Lemma 7.3 P(HS103BE(S) uN, diam C x aN) for any a4 &#x3E; b and N large enough. We take c such that a4/c a and this concludes the proof. 
